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‘Neurosurgery’ in the Edwin
Smith Surgical Papyrus

dislocation in a vertebra of his neck, shouldst thou find him
unconscious of his two arms (and) his two legs on account
of it, while his phallus is erected on account of it, (and) urine
drops from his member without his knowing it; his flesh has
received wind; his two eyes are bloodshot; it is a dislocation
of a vertebra of his neck extending to his backbone which
causes him to be unconscious of his two arms (and) his two
legs. If, however, the middle vertebra of his neck is dislocated,
it is an emissio seminis which befalls his phallus.

Diagnosis: Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having
a dislocation in a vertebra of his neck, while he is unconscious
of his two legs and his two arms, and his urine dribbles. An
ailment not to be treated."

Gloss: As for: "A dislocation in a vertebra of his neck," he is
speaking of a separation of one vertebra of his neck from
another, the flesh which is over it being uninjured; as one
says, "It is wnh," concerning things which had been joined
together, when one has been severed from another.

                       Case Thirty-Three
Title: Instructions concerning a crushed vertebra in his neck.

Examination: If thou examinest a man having a crushed
vertebra in his neck (and) thou findest that one vertebra has
fallen into the next one, while he is voiceless and cannot
speak; his falling head downward has caused that one verte
bra crush into the next one; (and) shouldst thou find that he
is unconscious of his two arms and his two legs because of
it...
Diagnosis: Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having
a crushed vertebra in his neck; he is unconscious of his two
arms (and) his two legs, (and) he is speechless. An ailment
not to be treated."...

Gloss: As for: "His falling head downward has caused that
one vertebra crush into the next," it means that he has fallen
head downward upon his head, driving one vertebra of his
neck into the next.
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  The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus dating from the
seventeenth century B.C., is one of the oldest of all
known medical papyri. The Egyptologist who brought
this manuscript to light, Edwin Smith was born in
Connecticut in 1822. In 1930 James H. Breasted
translated the treatise and established its importance.
  Of the 48 cases described in the Edwin Smith
Papyrus, 27 concern head trauma and six deal with
spinal trauma. Of the 27 head injuries, four are deep
scalp wounds exposing the skull, and 11 are skull
fractures. The following four cases are reproduced
in part, from Breasted classic translation.

             Case Twenty-Nine
Title: Instructions concerning a gaping wound in a vertebra
of his neck..

Examination: If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound
in a vertebra of his neck, penetrating to the bone, (and)
perforating a vertebra of his neck; if thou examinest that
wound, (and) he shudders exceedingly, (and) he is unable to
look at his two shoulders and his breast...

Diagnosis: Thou shouldst say concerning him: " [One
having] a wound in his neck, penetrating to the bone,
perforating a vertebra of his neck, (and) he suffers with
stiffness in his neck. An ailment with which I will contend."

Treatment: Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first
day. Now afterward moor (him) at his mooring stakes until
the period of his injury passes by.

                                      Case Thirty
Title: Instructions concerning a sprain in a vertebra of his
neck. Examination: If thou examinest a man having a sprain
in a vertebra of his neck, thou shouldst say to him: "look at
thy two shoulders and thy breast." When he does so, the
seeing possible to him is painful.

Diagnosis: Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having
a sprain in a vertebra of his neck. An ailment which I will
treat."

Treatment: Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first
day. Now afterward thou shouldst treat [with] ywrw (and)
honey every day until he recovers.

Gloss: As for: "A sprain" he is speaking of a rending of two
members (although) it (=each) is (still) in its place.

Case Thirty-One
Title: Instructions concerning a dislocation in a vertebra of
[his] neck. Examination: If thou examinest a man having a
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